
A TRAVELLERS HAVEN

Hotel/Leisure

49 Duke Street, Albany, WA 6330

812 m²Floor Area: 812.00 m² (approx)Land Area:

Sold

$660,000
Sold: Fri 13-Apr-12

Property Description

With its close proximity to town, exceptional communal facilities, quirky decor and heritage
feel, it's no surprise that the Bayview Backpackers is a Mecca for travellers. Purpose built
for budget accommodation in 1882, it has sure seen its fair share of colourful stories, and
it's heritage listing is a constant reminder of the charming days gone by.

The backpackers fronts onto Duke Street, with the character style managers quarters
creating a gorgeous showcase of the property to the street front, picket fence and all. A
separate reception can be found by strolling along a raised decking walkway along to the
top story of the rear accommodation quarters, which also doubles as a lovely, sunny
alfresco area for visitors to enjoy.

The manager's quarters offers cosy digs for the hands on proprietor, meaning that customer
service is just a short dash away from your abode. Sweeping high ceilings, intricate ceiling
roses and double fireplaces feature throughout the three giant bedrooms (which can double
as offices, lounges or store rooms), with original floorboards, a bay window in one, and a
spacious kitchen with gas cooking. Managers can also enjoy their own personal front deck
under the heritage style veranda so they can truly relax when they get a moment of peace.

A modern reception area can be accessed from the manager's home, and offers a great
first impression of the venue, with corrugated iron and solid wood counter. The
accommodation and shared facilities themselves are as expected for a modern
backpackers, dynamic and quirky, with internet access points, job and weather boards,
things to do and gorgeously designed murals a plenty - seemingly mementos from various
colourful characters who have passed through the doors.
Upstairs, the double and family bedrooms are well equipped, with many almost Hotel-
esque, while downstairs, affordable shared accommodation suits the very tight budgeted
traveller down to a tee.

Three sets of bathrooms and showers each for ladies and gets service the 15 bedrooms
within the hostel. The manager gets their own bathroom, laundry and storage areas for a
little privacy.

Then there's the communal areas, a massive commercial kitchen, fridge and food storage
room, huge lounge and TV room, commercial laundry and of course a massive outdoor
picnic table area all of which work to create a wonderful social experience for the visitors.

It's clear to see from the vibrancy of the place that there are great managers in situe, all of
which will benefit the owner of the freehold.

Situated on 812sqm and zoned Central Area - the hostel takes advantage of its incredible
views over the harbour.

With a current lease of 5 years and an option of renewing every 5 years up to 2030, it
creates a solid and easy care investment for the owner. Rent is $45,772 per annum with
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CPI or market rent reviews every January.

It's a chance to grab yourself a little piece of Albany history and own a ...
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